GENERATION GREEN
ROAD TO RIO+20

- 16 partners
- global mobilization
- youth input in the process
- energizing youth outside of it
Widespread awareness of SD and Rio+20

Tangible actions that take us closer to sustainable future

Open space for young people's creativity and ingenuity

Transformative decisions at Rio+20 that put us on the path to a sustainable world
1 Educational tools, campaigns

- Widespread awareness of SD and Rio+20
- Open space for young people's creativity and ingenuity
- Tangible actions that take us closer to sustainable future

Transformative decisions at Rio+20 that put us on the path to a sustainable world
Regional meetings
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Widespread awareness of SD and Rio+20

Tangible actions that take us closer to sustainable future

Open space for young people's creativity and ingenuity

Transformative decisions at Rio+20 that put us on the path to a sustainable world
Green business innovations contest

- Widespread awareness of SD and Rio+20
- Tangible actions that take us closer to sustainable future
- Open space for young people's creativity and ingenuity
- Transformative decisions at Rio+20 that put us on the path to a sustainable world
4 Global youth statement

Transformative decisions at Rio+20 that put us on the path to a sustainable world

Widespread awareness of SD and Rio+20

Tangible actions that take us closer to sustainable future

Open space for young people's creativity and ingenuity
HOW TO GET YOUTH INVOLVED?

• learn about and participate in ongoing efforts
• link to national prep process on Rio+20
• support capacity building
• youth delegates
ROLE OF GOVERNMENTS: LOWER BARRIERS

- start dialogue (even informal), LISTEN!
- let them take leadership
- forge partnerships
- government as convenor and platform